
All images Â© Sara Golish, shared with permissionIn her ethereal portraits, Toronto-based artist Sara Golish (previously) renders lavishly adorned goddesses and gods that exude a sense of power and wisdom. The
charcoal, contÃ©, and ink drawings are part of two ongoing collections, titled Sundust and Moondust, that imagine a series of fictional deities. Each figure belongs to one of the celestial bodies, a correlation that the artist
visualizes through the paper&#8217;s color, with a warmer beige for the sun and a cool gray for the moon. I chose to keep them monochromatic so they could be imagined in any skin tone to each individual
viewer&#8217;s likingâ€”an ease to envision themselves, the artist says.In recent months, Golish has been working on commissions and new bodies of work across mediums, which you can follow on Instagram. To add
one of the mythical portraits to your collection, see what&#8217;s available in her shop.&nbsp;All images Â© Mark Harvey, shared with permissionThroughout lockdown in the United Kingdom, Mark Harvey, who is known
for his striking equine and canine photography, shifted his focus to the avian creatures gliding above his home in the Norfolk Broads. Now part of a series titled In Flight, the exquisitely detailed shots frame common birds
â€”including magpies, blue tits, starlings, goldfinches, great tits, coal tits, long-tailed tits, and green finchesâ€”in otherwise unseen poses: some splay out an entire wingspan, while others wrap their feathers around the
front of their torsos.Hearkening back to the methods of famed birdwatcher Victor Hasselblad, Harvey employed similar techniques to capture the dramatic shots. He used a slow, medium format with the same camera
Hasselblad manufactured for the outdoor endeavor, taking just one image at a time.Harvey just released limited edition prints of theÂ In Flight series, which are available in a run of 15 per subject in his shop, and shares
more of his striking horse and pup portraits on Instagram. (via Creative Boom)&nbsp;#65 (orange) (2017), oil on canvas, 20 inches. All images Â© Alonsa Guevara, shared with permissionUsing round canvases with a
range of diameters, Alonsa Guevara deftly paints the plump, juicy insides of oranges, watermelon, and other fruits. Each circular piece depicts a seemingly perfect slice down the middle, capturing the fibrous veins and
central seeds found within fresh produce.Guevara spent her childhood in the Ecuadorian rainforests surrounded by tropical landscapes and nearby agriculture, an experience of nature that influences her artistic practice.
The Chilean artist, who lives in New York City, began fruit portraits in 2014 as she reflected on her adolescence and thought of creating a body of work that felt universal.Immediately I thought of fruits; they are everywhere
and have been present as an essential part of evolution and as symbols throughout human history, Guevara shares with Colossal. I decided to paint the fruits cut open, revealing their insides, recreating and depicting all
the incredible patterns, seeds, and infinite information they carry, which many people take for granted.Now an extensive series with dozens of paintingsâ€”the artist creates both miniatures that are as little as 1.5 inches
and larger works spanning 30 inchesâ€”Guevara considers the collection a representation of desire and fertility, in addition to death and decay. These fruits of the earth can be delicious/poisoning, juicy/rotten,
real/imaginary, she says. No matter the type, though, every work is painted to elicit a sensory response.A limited print series of Guevara&#8217;s orange, kiwi, and pomegranate will go on sale on October 21 on Her
Clique, a new platform dedicated to promoting women&#8217;s art, with a portion of the proceeds donated to a program for low-income international students at The New York Academy of Art. Explore the full series of
fleshy fruits on Guevara&#8217;s site, and stay up to date with her work on Instagram and Artsy.&nbsp;Left: #27 (kiwi) (2015), oil on canvas, 12 inches. Right: #55 (pomegranate) (2016), oil on canvas, 20 inches#47
(apricot) (2015), oil on canvas, 10 inches#48 (cactus pair) (2015), oil on canvas, 5 inchesLeft: #51 (imagined fruit) (2015), oil on canvas, 8 inches. Right: #52 (watermelon) (2015), oil on canvas, 20 inchesInstallation
viewUpper left: Mini Fruit Portrait Lemon. Upper right: Mini Fruit Portrait Avocado. Lower left: Mini Fruit Portrait Watermelon. Lower right: Mini Fruit Portrait Orange#42 (pineapple) (2015), oil on canvas, 8 inchesDebris
(2016), debris and layered glass. All images courtesy of Art Front Gallery, Â© Keiso Kioku, shared with permissionBetween gnarly chunks of concrete, basalt pillars, and smooth rounds of lapis lazuli, Ramon Todo
(previously) positions sleek segments of layered glass. The Tokyo-born artist splices fragments of found objects that otherwise would be regarded as refuse, like a crumbling brick from Iizuka City or coal waste, to
repurpose the existing material with a lustrous embellishment.Whether volcanic rock or chunks of demolished architecture, the resulting juxtapositions carry the original history, although they&#8217;re presented anew.
The characteristics of the place. The uniqueness of the place. Like the memories of the place and time, the artist says in an interview about a recent solo show at Art Front Gallery in Tokyo. I use the rocks, debris, Bota
(stone similar to coal) for my works believing they have such memories inside. I used the glasses as material in the middle to peek into the time and the history of inside the rocks.Find more of Todo&#8217;s textured
sculptures on Artsy, and see where his work is headed next on Art Front&#8217;s site.&nbsp;(2015), basalt and glass(2015), basalt and glassDebris 267703 (2016), debris and glass, 23 4/5 Ã— 7 7/10 Ã— 5 3/5
inchesTop: Debris &#8211; 267411 (2014), debris and glass, 8 1/10 Ã— 23 3/5 Ã— 7 1/10 inches. Left: o.T-GS (2018) stone and layered glass, 11 Ã— 16 1/2 Ã— 8 3/10 inches. Right: o.T. -dtk267801&#8243; (2016),
stone from Datekan and glass, 7 1/5 Ã— 7 1/5 Ã— 7 inches(2015), basalt and glassAfghanistan (2017), Lapis lazuli and glass, 7/10 Ã— 2 1/2 Ã— 1 3/5 inchesChikuho Coal waste #15 (2020), coal waste from Chikuho
and glass, 12 3/5 Ã— 12 1/10 Ã— 5 3/5 inchesChikuho Red Brick (2020), brick pieces collected from Iizuka City and glass, 7 1/5 Ã— 4 2/5 Ã— 2 2/5 inchesEarlier this year, Malmo, Sweden-based game developer Oskar
StÃ¥lberg launched Townscaper, a low-stakes video game that&#8217;s similar to Sim City without the threat of natural disaster or the need to maintain characters&#8217; emotional wellbeing. Users only have the option
to delete or build with a certain color, a function that&#8217;s controlled entirely by the algorithm. Simply drop a block and watch the system construct charming homes, towering cathedrals, and luxurious greenspaces. No
goal. No real gameplay. Just plenty of building and plenty of beauty. That&#8217;s it, StÃ¥lberg writes.Townscaper is currently available to download for $6, although it isn&#8217;t finished quite yet. Watch this
comprehensive tutorial to get a better sense of the user experience, and follow StÃ¥lberg on Twitter to keep up with the latest developments. (via Jeroen Apers)&nbsp;Overcoming. All images Â© Pejac, shared with
permissionOn the campus of University Hospital MarquÃ©s de Valdecilla in Santander, Spain, a trio of interventions by street artist Pejac (previously) simultaneously responds to the ongoing COVID-19 crisis and offers
potential paths for healing. The new series, titled Strength, is Pejac&#8217;s direct response to the 50,000 people who have died from the virus in his home country. The idea of the Strength project arises as a gesture of
gratitude to the health workers of Valdecilla, for their work in general and during this Covid crisis in particular. Offering them what I do best, which is painting, the artist says.In Social Distancing (shown below), a horde of
people escape from a crevice in the building&#8217;s facade. The trompe l&#8217;oei artwork is a multi-layered metaphor for the ways the virus has ruptured society and the necessity of community care and
compassion. Caress features two silhouettes standing six-feet apart, with Monet-style reflections on the ground nearby. The figures, which represent a patient and doctor, stretch their hands toward each other.Pejac
worked in collaboration with young oncology patients to complete the third piece, titled Overcoming (shown below), in which a child perched on a wheelchair recreates Van Goghâ€™s Wheat Field with Cypresses.
â€œThis is something that we, as a society could doâ€”take this crisis and use it to propel us forward,â€• he says.Watch the heartwarming video below that captures the works-in-progress, and find more about the tribute
on Pejac&#8217;s Instagram.&nbsp;Social DistancingSocial DistancingCaressCaressSocial DistancingSocial DistancingOvercomingOvercoming\OvercomingSocial Distancingï»¿Photo Â© Jan Erik WaiderDuring the last
few months, Colossal has been evaluating our relationships with massive companies in lieu of more equitable options. In February, we stopped directing buyers to Amazon in favor of Bookshop, which directly supports
independent bookstores. Although we will continue publishing to platforms like Facebook and Instagram, we&#8217;ve begun to deemphasize our growth in those spaces. Those who want to keep Colossal in their feeds
always can find us on Pinterest, Tumblr, Twitter, and Flipboard, and now, Mix (formerly StumbleUpon) and LinkedIn, too. We also will be removing services from Googleâ•  and other data-hungry trackers in favor of
privacy-based analytics and tools.Going forward, the best way to stay up to date with the latest in art, design, and visual culture is to sign up for our email newsletters. We offer both a short daily option, which includes the
previous day&#8217;s articles and a pick from our 10-year archive, and a weekly update with a recap of the best articles of the week. Both newsletters often include interesting news we don&#8217;t share anywhere else.
Check out some previous editions, and sign up.PS: Our monthly Member Newsletter almost always includes a giveaway, including prints and products you read about on the site each week. Join us!&nbsp;Torino, Italy. All
images Â© Mantra, shared with permissionWorking with entomologists around the globe, the French street artist known as Mantra (previously) transforms brick facades and concrete walls into massive studies of local
butterfly specimens. With framed outer edges that mimic a wooden box, the trompe lâ€™oeil murals render the winged insects in detail, depicting their richly hued scales and delicate antennae. Each artwork features
species native to the area, making it possible that a live specimen might flutter by its enormous counterpart.In a conversation with Colossal, Mantra said he&#8217;s harbored a lifelong fascination with entomology that
stems from spending hours in French gardens and bucolic areas as a kid. As a child, I was interested, curious, and focused on the small life forms in those places, he says. His current practice hearkens back to those
carefree hours and connects with an adolescent desire to become a naturalist. My approach is as a scientist, the artist says, noting that education about environmental care and issues is part of the goal.Although Mantra
considers all insects and natural life beautiful and crucial to maintaining biodiversity, the focus on butterflies revolves around his artistic ambitions because the vivid creatures allow him to experiment with color, shape, and
texture. Each specimen is rendered freehand before the artist adds detail and the illusory shadows that make them appear three-dimensional. By painting various Lepidoptera species again and again, the artist is
repeating a mantra, a detail of his practice that informs the moniker he works under.In recent months, Mantra has traveled to Belgium, Denmark, and Sweden, in addition to various locations throughout France, to
complete public artworks, and he&#8217;ll be in Arkansas this month for two projects curated by Just Kids. Follow all of the artist&#8217;s entomological murals on Instagram.&nbsp;Rombas, FranceCancÃºn, Mexico.
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